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Design of model house
First step simple design of a low-energy model house
The next step the thermal balance of the building
Methods used:
dynamic (detailed) simulations
quasi-stationary methods - monthly method
correlation (static) method with
fixed length of heating period
dynamic methods with specified time step simple hourly method
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Calculation of energy demands and energy intensity
Hourly is analyzed every day and every room in model house during the year
to determine the annual energy requirement for water heating is used STN EN 15316-3-1
The global energy performance indicator is the primary energy entering the transformation process - kWh/
(m²/year), which is largely dependent on the selected heat source.

We have compared A/W heat pump to electric and gas boiler.
Determination of primary energy consumption:
Monthly method and use of SPF according to Decree no. 324/2016 Z.z.
Monthly method and use of SCOP Seasonal Heating Coefficient
Hourly method - hour step with the corresponding heating factor COP
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Results - performance of heat and cold source
On the graph you can see the analysis of the whole house in one autumn day in Hurbanovo
(Slovakia) + comparison hourly with the monthly method. Monthly method based on average
temperature only indicates the need for heating;
•on the contrary, the detailed hourly method shows needs of heating and of sanitary water every
hour and the need for cooling also every hour.
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Summary and conclusion
1.

Hourly method is important, it can optimally design the size of heat source and
also size of photovoltaic panels.

2.

The difference between the used methods of calculating energy demands is
significant
up to 20% and the need of cooling monthly method cannot
accurately describe.

3.

The hourly method of calculating primary energy consumption is 15% lower
compared to the SPF, and almost 13% lower as the SCOP calculation.

4.

Heat pump covering all heating, cooling and hot water requirements of the
selected house pushes the building into energy class A0.

5.

Electric boiler heating moves the building into energy class B.

From 2020, a new EU directive will be in force, ordering the construction of eco-friendly buildings
Designing such a house will be a duty and a challenging task, so this method can be of
tremendous benefit. The task for the future will be to improve the calculation methodology,
refine the calculation and gradually implement it.
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RETROFIT FROM AC TO EC FANS
Doc. Ing. Peter Tomlein, PhD.
SZ CHKT Šamorín, Slovakia

Cooling circuit is a part of ventilation unit
BKL – KD 22 – 10,

Ventilation unit is treating air from conference room in the building of
Bratislava self-governing region

Air handling unit BKL – KD 22 – 10

Configuration of AHU BKL KD with the routes of air. 1.1 fan of inlet air 1.2 fan of outlet air 1.3 panel recuperator 1.4 bag filter 1.5
bag filter 1.6 heater 1.7 frame of antifreeze protection 1.8 chiller / evaporator 1.9 eliminátor of water drops 1.10 flap of fresh air
1.11 flap of bypass 1.12 flap of circulated air 1.13 flap of outlet air 1.14 drainage of condense – sifon 1.15 basic frame

Condensing unit Clivet MSAT 122

Príkon

yp

Chladiaci výkon pri
tokolia 35°C [kW]

kompresora [kW]

MSAT
122

34,1

11,2

Typ kompresora

Rok
výroby

Typ
chladiva

2 stupňový špirálový
onn/off kompresor

2005

R-407 C

Condensing unit Clivet MSAT 122 with AC fan FB056-8EA 4F.A4P regulated by current regulator according to
condensing pressure substituted by fan (the right one) with EC fan ZN0566ILBDV5P4 required minimum technical
changes in installation. Both motors AC and EC contrary to ON/OFF saves power exponencially during the decreasing
of condensing pressure. From both figures can be seen, that producers do not continue in the same way of design of
fastening. Body od EC fan is constructionally different. Different is also mounting of pressure transducer on
refrigeration circuit.

Retrofit procedure and measuring using PA II
ClimaCheck

Measuring on condensing
unit were done in two
steps:
›On original 2 one phase
fans type FB056-8EA
4F.A4P with AC motors.
›On new EC fans type
ZN0566ILBDV5P4 with EC
motors

Appliance PA PRO II with program ClimaCheck

is measuring 8 temperature, 2 pressures and electric parameters of compressor
and fans of condenser with calculation of power by appliances PowerScout

Chladiaci okruh s ventilátorom
kondenzátora typu
FB056-8EA 4F.A4P(pôv. AC)
ZN0566ILBDV5P4(náhr. EC)

25.4.

26.4

Vonk/Vnút °C

Vonk/Vnút °C

25/19.5

25/19.5

11.5.

19.7

Vonk/Vnút °C Vonk/Vnút °C

21/19.5

25/19.5

Leakage

AC

EC

Znázornenie nameraných hodnôt v ln p-h diagrame nameraných s AC ventilátorom
Znázornenie nameraných hodnôt v ln p-h diagrame nameraných s EC ventilátorom s únikom chladiva

Comparison of SFP and efficiences of both types
of fans at the same condensing pressure pc
Measuring using protocol Modbus showed
about 30 % lower fan power input
as multiplication of measured values voltage, current, power factor.

SPF of EC fan was 2,5 lower at the same pc

Typ ventilátora

FB056-8EA 4F.A4P(pôvodný AC)
ZN0566ILBDV5P4(náhrada EC)

Trieda
SFP

Dopravná
účinnosť

[-]

[-]

Prietok
[��3 . ℎ−1 ]

Špecifický výkon ventilátora
SFP [W.s. ��−3 ]
208,42105

1

0,143939

1,05556

78,631579

1

0,381526

1,05556

Comparison of SFP and efficiences of both types of fans at the
different condensing pressure pc at the same outside temperature
25,5°C
Influance of
condensing

pressure
change

By decreasing of condensing pressure at aproximatly the same outside
temperature 25,5+0,5°C, the evaporating pressure, temperature and cooling
capacity have decreased. EER has increased.

At the different condensing pressure pc at the same outside temperature 25°C,
compressor power input has decreased and fan power has increased
Increased
efectivity

•Minimizing comression ratio by lower compressor speed
•Minimizing of refrigerant flow by EEV and Fan speed

By decreasing of condensing pressure at aproximatly the same outside temperature 25,5+0,5°C, the
compressor power input has decreased and EC fan power input and speed have increased.

Energetical and ecological assesmant
› Measured refrigeration equipment had on/off compressors. By decreasing
of condensing pressure at the nearly the same outside temperature
25,5+0,5°C, the compressor power input has decreased and EC fan power
input has increased.
› At the difference pc=<1 bar total compressor and fan power input has
decreased at about 200 W, but at the same time the cooling capacity has
decreased, because decreasing of evaporating temperature
› Higher savings could be reached, if condensing temperature would be
decreasing when outside temperature is decreasing and at the same
time the evaporating temperature would be stabile (not decreasing). Such
a solution requires not only regulation of fans but also regulated
compressor and EEV capacity.

Economical assessmant
Short time of operation!

Payback is dependent on the hours of operation and size of AC fans!
› Difference in energy consumption of AC and EC fans is quite high, but in comparison with
the total consumption is less important.

› Payback is dependent on the hours of operation. So payback due to mostly short time of
operation during the summer can be long.

› The final solution of retrofit should be done according complex energetical, ecological and
economical analyses.

› IF AC fan is on the end of his technical life, right decision is to fix a EC fan if it is technically
possible. In such a case we compare savings only with the difference of costs on AC or
EC fan, so the payback can be shorter.

› If there is NO possibility to use regulated speed of compressor and fan with EEV and reach
in this way at least 20 % energy savings on compressor work depending on the working
hours per years, than about economy of fan retrofit will not decide the savings, but the
need to exchange the fan or the whole equipment.

If we want all the year operation, reconstruction is
needed
Solutions of reversibile refrigeration circuits
with and without refrigerant receiver

› Main difference is that in the refrigeration circuit with receiver the pump
down system is possible. Pump down will not protect compressor before
temporary migration during reversion, when four way valve connects
liquid separator with condenser changing to evaporator. Well
dimensioned accumulator and flexible scrolls are necessary .

Possible refrigerant migration after
reconstruction
› Wheather change

– Sun heating of evaporator in the morning pushes refrigerant from
evaporator into colder accumulator

› After defrosting,

– TEV after reversion is opened while getting
colder

› In case the not sufficient reconstruction

– suitable compressor with axial radial freedom,
– well dimensioned HX, tubes, accumulator, EV, ...

case

deviation

Top spiral

Spirals and thickness
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Comparison of both fans parameters with AC and EC motor

Figure
Dependecy of pressure
on transported volume
of air on EC Fan.
On output curve of new
fan is marked point set
according the setting of
original fan.
Typ ventilátora

Hlučnosť
Prúdové
Prietok Dopravný Príkon na sacej Otáčky
zaťaženie
Napájanie
strane [���
[��3 . ℎ−1 ] tlak [Pa] [W]
���−1 ]
[A]
[dB]

FB056-8EA 4F.A4P(pôvodný
AC)

3800

30

220

65

680

1

1~ 230V
50Hz

ZN0566ILBDV5P4(náhrada
EC)

3800

30

83

53

584

0,39

1~ 230V
50Hz

Eco-efficiency

Capex + Opex and TEWI
Znižujúca sa ekoefektívnosť
AC ventilátor

EC ventilátor

Zvyšujúca sa
eko-efektívnosť

Ecological

assessmant

› Older AC fans already do not comply with requirements of
Ecodesign
› Benefit of retrofit from AC to EC fan.
–

The EC fan performance is possible to increase in case of need to
compesate the influance of very high extreme summer temperatures

Possible refrigerant migration after reconstruction of
cooling circuit to heat pump with on/off compressor
The main threats are:
›Swithing off in case of low or high pressure,
›Liquide migration to compressor ...

Circuits with DUO compressor

› Charge 30 kg of R407C.
› Accumulator should be dimensioned for 50-70 % of the charge

Rooftop reconstruction on heat pump is not cheap

› Rooftope scheme

